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About This Game

Billy is really angry!
Billy's girlfriend Jessica was kidnapped by creatures from a 2D World.

Billy has to follow the creatures into the 2D World to free Jessica.

5 Levels VR Jump and Run in 2D Style

5 Achievements
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bad billy 2d vr

Horizontal Shumps are scarce. Do add this game to your collection its a great astro port shump game. I have a demo video
uploaded on my youtube page here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/0Gmfo0KGLzc

To me, this is a fun simulation to play or demo to others. Although the graphics are simple, it works for what it is. The controls
are easy to learn and you can just jump in and play, but the tutorial portion of the game is always there in the begining which
can be a little anoying wwhen you already know the controls, it makes you go through them each time. I hope the developer adds
some really tall skyscrapers or bridges with construction, like lifting I-beams or equipement. Inside the platform of the crane is
very basic with no other interaction besides controlling the crane itself, would be nice to be able to use some of the buttons on
the fuse boxto say start up the crane, or the elevator, maybe some alarms or safety switches, I dont know, make you have to start
it up etc. There is a constant musical beat repeating in the background that gets very repetative quick, would be nice to be able
to mute or change, perhaps add your own tracks from steam library. Also no way to end the game inside the game, no menu.
Thoes are a few things that I would say needs a little work, but the fun factor for me is the job simulator kinda game, your a
crane operator loading and unloading containers on a cargo ship, with a time limit and money earnings...what can you buy with
the money...not sure yet, maybe the developer will figure out something, but for now the money is your score :) So if you've
ever wanted to be up in a crane picking up containers and moving them into position, this game is for you. As for replaying, sure
I will try to beat my score with better precision and less damage and will continue to play if more areas are developed. If you
like twin-stick shooters like I do, you will love this game. It starts off easy, but introduces new mechanics rather quickly, which
gets pretty frantic (but not overwhelming). The controls are tight (360 controller or MotionInJoy of COURSE), graphics are
bright and colorful, and the sound\/music\/voices are very well done.

The ship starts off really weak, but you earn credits throughout the levels and as awards at the end of each level, which you can
use to upgrade your "probe" however you feel. Some upgrades are fairly useless, however.

Preview shows what type of game it is, so if it looks interesting to you, pick it up. The game mechanics are rock-solid.. GREAT
game, it inspired me so much to start learning touch typing and it did that very successfully I must say! And it is also really fun
and graphics are adorable. Can only recommend.. Don't buy this game for Mac. It doesn't load. Looking into the problem on the
forums seems to indicate it might be a DRM problem, but no one seems to have a fix. People have said Steam wont help
because its not their game, and Her won't help with 3rd party downloads. If you want to play this game you have to shell out the
whole 20$ to Her Interactive to buy it directly from them.. i like the fact that interface is not white, so im not blinded when i
draw late at night.. Just...er...No.. A really good arcade rally game. Nice locations and tracks. Good choice of rally cars,
especially the raid(dakar) cars and trophy trucks. There are not so many games with those cars and we still need to wait for the
dakar 18 game. Good optimization, solid graphic, bad soundtrack. And 50 euros is too much. I bought it for 25 and that should
be the right price for such a game.
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I really like this game. It's a fun space shooter that is simply a nice update on the popular 80s genre. Graphics are good, weapon
upgrades are cool, and game play is straight forward and easy to learn. It's also kind of a fun no-brainer to play after engaging in
some of the more intense and complex games these days.. The best Heroes of Might and Magic experience to date, none of the
sequels ever even came close to this absolute gaming gem.. Select level. Clap loudly. Die.
I really enjoyed this one. 40 stages in the dark and 40 "inverted" light ones with slightly different challenges. Overall very well
done.. Lots of fun playing goalie in this game. There are some things that could use improvements like pucks despawning, not
having a body and having the stick clip through the ice, but with that said it is still enjoyable in it's current state. I could easily
see myself paying (or kickstarting) an improved version of this kind of game.. $1.80 was worth it for Eddie.. Save your Three
bucks and rent Master and Commander. You have more control over the battles in that movie with your DVD controller than
you do over the ships in this game. What the hell is this POS?. i cant click on anything. If you take the time to explore and look
around, you begin to feel like you are truly in this world. Pretty soon you start looking over your shoulder and paying more
attention to the sounds you hear. Is this Prague? I thought I recognized a place or two. Very cool.. Strange but enjoyable
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